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Abstract
Robots have been around for more than fifty years, but still they are mostly
seen in factorys where they are working in a fixed and controlled environ-
ment. Almost since the dawn of robots there have been a hope they some
day would be useful in other places than in the factories, however, this is still
not the case. One of the reasons for this is that science does still not fully
understand the principles of dynamic locomotion which is a requirement for
them to move around in our environment with stairs, obstacles etc.
In this thesis the focus will be on the creation of the modular robotic
construction kit called LocoKit, which is intended as a system on which
studies on locomotion can be done in a simple way. The simplicity is ob-
tained by giving the user the opportunity to build legged robots from a
set of small components which allows for adjusting various parameters on
the robot, even after it have been build. This will hopefully help to identify
which parameters that are affecting the locomotive abilities of a legged robot
the most.
Experiments shows that the system in its current state is able for form
legged robots of various kinds, and perform walking gaits where phenomenon’s
also seen in nature can be found and tested. These results shows the poten-
tial of LocoKit and are nicely in line with the goal of the project.
I future development, LocoKit will be improved in such a way that it
allows the user to build even more efficient robots than have been build until
now.
Jørgen Christian Larsen
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1. Introduction 1
1 Introduction
Since the dawn of computers back in the 1940s, computers have become
a more and more important part of our world. At first, computers was
mostly used as a scientific tool, both for use in science but also to do science
on. Later, computers also became a impotent part of industry, and also for
personal use with the introduction of the ”Personal Computer”, the PC, by
IBM in 1981.
Naturally, computers also found its way into robots. Before the intro-
duction of computers, robots was build as mechanical systems, capable of
mechanical automation, but with the introduction of computers, robots for
the use in industry became more useful, and already in 1961 the robot arm
”Unimate” was put into work at the General Motors assembly line. Here-
after, several other robots was developed for the industry, and perhaps one
of today’s best know companies for building robotic arms, ”Kuka”, was
founded in 1973.
As we know, science fiction is always a step ahead of science and already
in 1942 the science fiction author Isaac Asimov wrote ”The Three laws of
robotics”, however, the term ”Robot” was already made in 1921 by author
Karel Capek in his play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots). During the
years, numerous of movies have been produces where robots are equipped
with more intelligence and moveability than is the case in real robots. A few
examples could be: ”2001: A cpace odyssey”, ”Star wars”, ”Terminator”,
”I-Robot”, ”Transformers” etc.
Even though robots have been around for more than 50 years, they still
are mostly used in industries, mainly because the environment in a factory
is controllable to a large degree and the robots can be stationary. Other
areas do also have robotic applications, but mostly to the degree where the
robots are in a stationary setup like in the industry.
One of the problems that occurs when a robot is taken out of its station-
ary setup is that they have to be able to move in a stable and reliable way.
Most robots are dealing with this challenge by using wheels and not legs for
a number of reasons: they are easy to control; stable; energy efficient; easy
to produce and robust. However, wheels do also have some downsides if we
compare them to legs. Some of these are clarified in Figure 1.1.
Even though legs is harder to control, more difficult to produce, often are
less energy efficient and more fragile, they still are more useful in unknown
terrain mainly because legs have the option of, within a certain region, to
be placed in arbitrary locations for each step. Looking at Figure 1.1 it
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Figure 1.1 — Difference between wheels and legs in a number of different situations.
is clear that it is easier for a legged robot to cope with obstacles, handle
unknown terrain by e.g. stepping over holes or obstacles. Another benefit
of legged robots are, that they do not damage the environment as much as
wheeled robots. However, even though locomotion may seem so simple - we
do it all the time - scientists are still trying to uncover the secret about how
dynamic locomotion works.
What is purposed in this theses is a novel modular robotic construction
kit called LocoKit, developed in a way that allows users to construct walking
robots with high performance in walking applications. The system will also
allow scientists of locomotion to easily change and tune parameters on the
robot in order to see how it will effect the locomotive abilities of the robot.
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Hopefully this will help to get more knowledge into the world of dynamic
locomotion.
1.1 A multi disciplinary approach
Building a new robot from scratch is always a huge challenge because it en-
compass many different disciplines such a electronics, control and mechanics
- see Figure 1.2.
LocoKit
Control Electronics
Mechanics
Experiments in 
locomotion
Figure 1.2 — Disciplines involved in building a robot.
The following three sections will describe how this thesis relate to the
three disciplines shown in Figure 1.2.
1.1.1 Mechanics
This theses will be focusing on the development of the mechanics of LocoKit
together with experiments on locomotion done with LocoKit. The material
presented in this theses have also been published in the following articles
[33] [34] and the following two yet unpublished articles [36] [35].
1.1.2 Electronics
The electronics used in LocoKit have been developed by Ricardo Franco et.
al, for the THOR robot by Lyder et. al [41] (submitted to IROS2011). The
electronics is based on an ARM7 processor and have been constructed in a
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modular way, where all special functions have been divided up on separate
PCB’s. The design currently consists of 4 boards; Processing; Sensing;
Communication and a Brushless motor controller. Currently, the electronics
is not used extensively on the robot, mainly because the OS for the processor
board is not yet finished. The robots presented in this theses are therefore,
with one exception, controlled from a PC via RS-485.
1.1.3 Control
This work will not deal with control and learning either. Work have however
been done in the area of learning together with David J. Christensen, where
he used a Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA)
method to optimise eight open parameters on a central Pattern Genera-
tor (CPG) based gait implementation [11]. The result of these experiments
showed that, by using the SPSA method, the robot was able to generate a
forward walking gait with a velocity higher that a manually hand-coded gait
within roughly 10 minutes of learning. As the SPSA method allows for life-
long learning, experiments with leg-failure after the system had converged
to a forward gait have also been conducted in order to see if the robot was
able to recover. Results shows that the robot could regain some of the speed
from before the leg failed.
The control used on the robots presented in this theses is based on the
Assemble and Animate Framework (ASE-framework) developed by David J.
Christensen [10]. The ASE framework allows for easy use of CPG systems to
control robots. In this work, the same controller have been used on both the
SpringyBot - Figure 5.4 - and the LinkageBot - Figure 5.5, only scaled
in size.
1.2 Structure of this theses
The rest of this theses will be structured in the following way:
• Chapter 2: This chapter will go into related work, both on mod-
ular robots, but also on classical monolithic robots and locomotion
studies in animals. The later two sections on monolithic robots and
locomotion studies in animals will only give highlights in their fields.
• Chapter 3: Because this theses is on the creation of a novel modular
robotic construction kit, this chapter will give the motivation and our
hypothesis on what will differ this system from others developed over
the years, reviewed in Chapter 2.
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• Chapter 4: With the motivation and our hypotheses in place, this
chapter will document the development of the mechanics in the Lo-
coKit system.
• Chapter 5: In order to test the system, a number of experiments have
been carried out. This chapter will go into each of the experiments
and discuss the results and knowledge gained by them.
• Chapter 6: As a result on the work, the conclusion will list the
highlights from the work, and conclude on them.
• Chapter 7: This thesis describe the work done in the first two years
of the PhD, and therefore this chapter will look at future challenges
which can be foreseen in the LocoKit system for the coming two years.
This chapter will also list some of the goals that we hope to be able
to accomplice whit LocoKit within this time frame.
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2 Related work
I may always be true, that when talking about robots, everyone has an
opinion on what a robot is. Some might think of a welding robot at a car
factory, others might see a terminator robot and again other might see a
vacuum cleaning robot. All of the above is true, however, robots can be
divided into a number of categories. Bellow a few of the categories have
been listed in which robots can be found:
(a) The Terminator 2 robot. (b) KUKA arm robot do-
ing welding.
(c) Roomba Vacuum cleaner
robot by iRobot.
Figure 2.1 — Examples of three types of robots that one might think of in the
term of ”What is a robot”.
• Search/Rescue: Often, when there is a catastrophe of some sort,
it is dangerous to send in humans. This could be due to the possi-
bility of structures collapsing, gasses, the risk of explosions, radiation
etc. Therefore robots are used as often as possible to prevent human
losses. One of the first examples of robots used at a disastrous en-
vironment, was at the nuclear catastrophe at the Chernobyl nuclear
plant in April, 1986. Here a Russian radio controlled robot helped the
workers to remove nuclear waist from the roof of a nearby building,
and even though the robot failed due to the high radiation, it did save
many human life’s.
• Automation/Production: Robots have for decades been used in
factories for automation purposes, because they a reliable, precise,
and can work 24 hours a day without a break. Robots are also start-
ing to find their way into our daily life’s as simple systems able to
vacuum clean our houses or cut the grass in our garden.
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• Amusement: Robots are also finding their way into amusement parks
for instance the ”Power Builder” attraction in LEGOLand Denmark,
or as toys for kids which could be the LEGO Mindstorm or robots like
the Paro and Pleo.
• Education/Science In both regular education programs as well as in
science, robots are more and more extensively used. In education pro-
grams, having a robot available makes it a lot more fun to work with
control systems, electronics, artificial intelligence, mechanical design
etc. because to most people it is more fruitful to work with physical
objects than doing simulations or just theoretical assignments. In sci-
ence, robots play two different roles, where one is to do research on
robots in order to improve them and their abilities, and the other is
as a tool/resource when doing research in other areas where the robot
function as an assistant.
• Service: In the service industry, robots are also getting more and
more extensively used. In shopping centres, experiments with robots
driving around autonomously, providing information on nearest shops
ets. have been carried out. Also the robot Paro have been introduced
in elderly care, where the robot are used to stimulate elderly persons
in our nursing homes. [28].
When building a robot, there are in theory two major ways to go. Either
you build a classical monolithic robot with a fixed domain in which it can
be used or you use a number of modular robotic modules to create the robot
you need just now, while having the opportunity of building a new robot
tomorrow if the requirements changes. In practice there is for now only
one way to go if the robot have to be used in a stable and reliably setup,
but scientists are working on getting modular robots to perform equally or
better than classically monolithic robots so that modular robots could be
used in the future. This review will look into the world of modular robots
to see how far research have come during the past 25 years, and also look at
some of the problems that still are facing modular robots and may be the
reason why we do not seeing them in our daily life.
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2.1 Classification of a modular robot system
A modular robotic system is one that allows the used to construct a number
of different robots from the same set of modules. The abstraction level of how
small a module can be may be difficult to define, but in modular robots today
a bolt and a nut is not seen as a modules. However, the definition is up for
dissuasion in heterogeneous systems, since these systems often have modules
which are very different in size. Given the above definition some might think,
that as long as a robot can be dissembles onto into a limited number of blocks
and then reassembles into the same robot again, it is a modular robot. This
is however not true. For a robot to fall into the definition of a modular
robot, the robot must consist of a number of general modules that can be
assembled into different robots by reconfiguration, either by reconfiguration
where and external agent reconfigures the robot, or by self-reconfiguration
where the modular robot does the reconfiguration by it self.
2.2 The three promises of modular robots
In connection with modular robot, we often talk about the ”three promises
of modular robots”. These are versatility, robustness and low-cost. In this
and the following section I will elaborate on what is behind these three
promises, and how far we are from fulfilling them, [67][70][68][15].
Versatility
Versatility comes from the ability to be used in many different ways, config-
uration etc., and are perhaps the most important feature of modular robots
and what is most promising about them. The aim here is to be able to form
robots at will, targeted at a specific task.
Imagine a emergency situation where a house have collapsed due to an
earthquake. Inside the house an unknown number of people have been
trapped, but because of the risk of further collapses it is to dangerous to
send in people in order to rescue the survivors. In order to get the survivors
out, the rescue team have to dig into the collapsed building, continuously
making sure that the structure is stable, hoping that they will find the
survivors.
In this tragic situation a modular robot with the ability to be reconfig-
ured would be able to crawl into the ruins and seek for survivors and report
back to the rescue team with position and condition. The robot will also be
able to through reconfiguration, to stabilise the structure, so that the rescue
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team can move into the building with less risk and more precision than else
would have be the case.
Robustness
Because a modular robot is assembled from a number of modules, theoreti-
cally thousandth, the robustness of the system should increase because the
system is not as vulnerable to one module failing, because another module
in the structure can replace the failing one. This is completely opposite from
classical monolithic robots, where an entire robot is often stopped if only
one sensor is malfunctioning.
Low-cost
As modular robots consists of either homogeneous modules where all mod-
ular are alike, or heterogeneous modules with a few different modules, the
number of different components that would have to be mass produces is low
compared to the number of individual components that have to be produces
in order to build a classical monolithic robot. Because the number of indi-
vidual components are small, it is easer to mass produce, and therefore the
price will be lower over time.
Another aspect is the one of programming. Potentially, since the hard-
ware can be formed into what ever shape is needed, the only thing that
would have to changed is the software, which again means that the produc-
tion costs will go down.
2.3 Realisation of the three promises
Stated above is the three promises of modular robots, but another thing is
how to realise them, because all of them also has a downside that is worth
to take into account as well when designing modular robots [68].
One problem is related to programming. When having such a modular
structure with the versatility to potentially form any structure, the task of
programming and thereby controlling such a system gets complicated, even
with a few modules. Everything should be decentralised, but then how to
control where each module goes in the structure, how is it programmed how
to do a specific task, and how is it controlled in which direction the whole
robot e.g. should walk. In programming it is also a big question how to
take advantage of all the DOF such a robot will have, and how to coordinate
them. This is a solvable problem, yet not as trivial as programming classical
monolithic robots.
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Another thing to think about is the robustness. One way of thinking of it
is as described above, where every module is able to replace each other and
thereby increase the robustness of the system. But with a system having
thousands of small modules, it is likely that more than one module will fail.
As stated in [68], the probability of at least one module failing over time in
a system of n-modules, approaches a probability of 1.0 for large numbers of
n.
The second and maybe the most limiting thing is, that the technology
for producing modular robots is still not able to produce small size homo-
geneous modular robots with the ability to do self-reconfiguration, which
potentially will give all the benefits stated above. Today modules in mod-
ular robot are still in the cm-scale, however, to be able to form complex
structures it will be necessary to go down into mm-scale. Simulations have
shown that the control of modular systems with thousands of small modules
may work, but still the technology to produce these modules is lagging.
Chapter 2.4 will list the different types of modular robots. After this,
chapter 2.5 will go into the history on modular robots, explaining some of
the approaches that have been taken since the first thoughts back in the
1980’s.
2.4 Different classes of modular robots
A modular robot can either be self-reconfigurable where the robot is able
to change it configuration dependent on e.g. the environment, or it can be
reconfigurable where a agent (often a human operator) changes the configu-
ration of the robot. A modular robot system can also either be homogeneous
or heterogeneous. Often, self-reconfigurable modular robotic systems are
homogeneous, because it simplifies the process of reconfiguration. However,
self-reconfigurable systems which are heterogeneous have been developed.
Here, one active module are moving a number of passive modules around
in the structure [64]. This kind of system has the advantage that the com-
plexity potentially can be lowered for a self-reconfigurable robot since all
modules do not need to have the same level of complexity, since they do not
need to contain actuation for reconfiguration. These systems may however
be more suited for fixed structures and not for dynamic structures such as
locomotive systems.
The rest of this chapter will deal with the different classes into which
modular robots can be divided.
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2.4.1 Chain-Based
The chain based modular robot is one where all modules are connected
into a long chain of modules. This configuration is also sometimes called a
tree-structure. Chain based systems are mostly good at creating arms for
manipulation, snakes, legged structures and connections like a wheel, where
the latter one has a very good energy efficiency in terms of locomotion.
Chain-based systems are on the other hand not good at performing self-
reconfiguration because moving a module around in the structure is a process
involving many modules. These systems are often reconfigured by an agent
- see Figure 2.4.1.
(a) GZ-I [6] (b) PolyBot [67]
(c) PolyPot [66] (d) Conro [6]
Figure 2.2 — Examples of chain based modular robots.
2.4.2 Lattice-based
The next class of modular robots are the lattice-based systems, where mod-
ules are arranged into a grid like in atoms. These systems are the easiest
to do self-reconfiguration in, since the the structure helps to arrange the
modules in a way such that the position of a module can always be deter-
mined in the structure relatively to its neighbours. The biggest potential
in lattice-based systems are their ability to reconfigure them self into vari-
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ous configurations without having an external agent involved - see Figure
2.4.2.
(a) Micro-Unit [71] (b) Catoms [29]
(c) Telecubes [63] (d) Molecule [30]
Figure 2.3 — Examples of lattice based modular robots.
2.4.3 Hybrid
Hybrid systems are systems that both can form a lattice and/or a chain
topology. These systems are being more and more popular, since the feature
of being able to produce both chain and lattice structures often comes at no
extra cost. There is also many advantages of using a hybrid system because
the system can structure it self in a lattice structure when it has to do
reconfiguration, and form e.g. a chain when it has to do locomotion, either
in form of legged locomotion or wheeled locomotion - see Figure 2.4.3.
2.4.4 Mobile
The modules of a mobile modular robot has the ability to move around by
them self. This is different from the majority of modular robots, because
they often have to be connected together with another module in order to
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(a) Atron [19] (b) M-Tran [47] (c) SuperBot[56]
(d) Roombots [60] (e) Odin [40] (f) Molecube [74]
Figure 2.4 — Examples of hybrid based modular robots.
move around. Mobile modular robots are rarely use in 3D structures, and
they also rarely has the ability of forming complex structures like grippers
and other tools. Mobile modular robots are often seen in swam configura-
tion, since they are able to flock on their own - see Figure 2.4.4.
The above review of modular robots are naturally not covering every-
thing in the area. For a more complete list see [70][62]
2.5 History of Modular Robots
The first pioneering thoughts about modular robots was first made by Fukuda
et al. [15] in 1988. In this article he purpose a new system, which he calls
”Dynamically Reconfigurable Robotic Systems (DRRS)”. This was the first
attempt to formalise what we today know as modular robots. In his article
he describes the system as ”inspired by nature” in the way that the system
is divided into cells. His main idea was, that by having a number of small
building blocks, which he calls cells, it would be possible to build different
robots for different purposes, using the same set of modules. This way of
building robots, he purpose, would be more efficient and useful than build-
ing robots with only one purpose. He lists the following three rules that
should guide the design process of his robot:
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(a) Swarm-Bot [44] (b) Uni Rover[27]
(c) CEBOT [15]
Figure 2.5 — Examples of three types of mobile based modular robots.
1. The robot consists of several cells, called the ”cell structure”
2. Each cell has a measure of intelligence.
3. The cells can be combined and detached by one another automatically,
depending on a given task.
Together with the above definition, he also divides cells into three layers
of (1) joint/mobile cells (2) branching cells (3) work cells. These three
categories were the ones into which all modules in the system should fit.
At that time, robots with similar ideas had been developed as maintenance
robots for e.g nuclear power plants, however, these robots did only have the
ability to change between a limited number of tools, and did not have the
ability to deform its own structure as was purposed by Fukuda et al.
Similar work was also started by other scientists in the beginning of the
1990s, inspired by the thoughts of Fukuda. These was Mark Yim with his
”PolyPod” [66], Greg Chirikjian with the ”Metamorphic” [8] and Satoshi
Murata with the ”Frata” system [45]. In the beginning of the 1990s, two
types of modular robotic systems existed, namely chain based and lattice
based systems - see section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. In the end of the 1990s, a new
modular robotic system was born, called M-TRAN, created by Murata et al.
[48]. This system introduced a new classification of modular robots called
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”hybrid” systems - see section 2.4.3. Together with these developments
a number of other modular robots have also been developed in different
categories - see Table 2.1.
System Structure Design Author Type Year
CEBOT Mobile Heterogeneous Fukuda et al. [15] Self-reconfigurable 1988
PolyBot Chain Heterogeneous Mark Yim [67] Reconfigurable 1993
Metamorphic Lattice Homogeneous Chirikjian et al. [8] [51] Self-reconfigurable 1993
Fracta Lattice Homogeneous Murata et al. [45] Self-reconfigurable 1994
TetroBot Lattice Homogeneous Hamlin [20] Reconfigurable 1996
Molecule Lattice Heterogeneous Kotay et al. [30] Self-reconfigurable 1998
3D-Unit Lattice Homogeneous Murata et al. [46] Self-reconfigurable 1998
Conro Chain Homogeneous Will et al. [7] Self-reconfigurable 1998
PolyBot Chain Heterogeneous Yim et al. [67] Self-reconfigurable 1998
Telecubes Lattice Homogeneous Suh et al. [63] Self-reconfigurable 1998
M-TRAN I Hybrid Homogeneous Murata et el. [48] Self-reconfigurable 1998
Micro-Unit Lattice Homogeneous Yoshida et al. [71] Self-reconfigurable 1999
Swarm-Bot Mobile Homogeneous Mondada et al. [44] Self-reconfigurable 2002
M-TRAN II Hybrid Homegeneous Murata et al. [31] Self-reconfigurable 2002
Atron Hybrid Homogeneous Jørgensen et al. [24] [19] Self-reconfigurable 2003
Catoms Lattice Homogeneous Kirby et al. [29] Self-reconfigurable 2005
Molecube Hybrid Heterogeneous Zykov et al. [73] Reconfigurable 2005
SuperBot Hybrid Homogeneous Salemi et al. [56] Self-reconfigurable 2005
GZ-I Modules Chain Heterogeneous Zhang et al. [72] Reconfigurable 2006
Odin Hybrid Heterogeneous Lyder et al. [40] Reconfigurable 2008
Roombots Hybrid Homogeneous Sproewitz et al. [60] Self-reconfigurable 2008
Table 2.1 — List of some modular robotic systems developed since 1988. [70][62].
2.5.1 The search for the ”killer-application”
The biggest problem for modular robots today is, that they have not yet
lived up to the three promises stated by Mark Yim in the early 1990s. Over
the years, around 30 different modular robotic systems have been developed,
and a large potion of them have tried novel ways to create systems able to
fulfil the three promises. Many of the systems have been homogeneous
and created without a specific task in mind but with such a high degree of
versatility, that the system in theory should be able to perform a number
of given tasks, just by self-reconfiguration. The problem is however, that
when building self-reconfigurable modular robots, the complexity of each
module often increases together with its versatility, making the modules
bigger, heavier and more fragile. In trying to lower the complexity of the
modules, heterogeneous modules have also been developed, where the ability
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to do self-reconfiguration have been omitted, so that the system can only be
reconfigured by an external agent. This way of constructing modular robot
creates systems with a number of different modules that can be combined in
various way, and where the complexity of each module is lower, compared
to homogeneous systems. This approach could potentially make modular
robots more useful, since it is possible to create specialised modules for
specific tasks as e.g grippers which are too complex to be formed by self-
reconfigurable homogeneous modular robots.
The problem of finding an application in which modular robots would
outperform classical monolithic robots is mostly due to granularity of mod-
ular robots, because they are yet to big to form structures like grippers and
they are often to slow and inaccurate to be used as robot arms. Another
class of application could be locomotion where the robot does not need to
be very precise, however, the robot still needs to be fast in order for it to be
able to create dynamic locomotion. In the coming section I will look at lo-
comotive applications that have been done using modular robots, and later
discuss on what the limitations are of current modular robots systems.
2.6 Locomotion in robotics
Even though locomotion is a fairly hard problem to solve, it is still one of
the easier ones for modular robots, compared to manipulation tasks etc. In
this chapter I will look at some of the locomotive applications that have
been performed with modular robots. I will compare those to similar ones
in the area of classical monolithic robots and animals, and try to uncover
the pros and cons of using modular robots in this application.
2.6.1 Locomotion in modular robots
As said above locomotion is one of the tasks that modular robots have been
used in several times and that it is one of the easier tasks for these systems
to perform. However, this does not necessarily mean they perform this task
better than classical monolithic robots or animals, it mostly means that they
are able to move in a continuous forward motion. In this section I will go
through some of the examples of locomotion in modular robots.
Legged locomotion
In modular robots, legged locomotion is almost always perform on four or
more legs. This is due to a number of factors, but the most obvious one is
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that a modular robots often does not have the strength to do bipedal locomo-
tion. The M-TRAN system have performed both walking with four and six
legged robots [32][47] and experiments with a CPG controller implemented
in a distributed way have also been done [26]. In these experiments they
used feedback from the modules in order to determine how the physical re-
action was compared to the theoretical one and by that adaptively adjusted
the CPG pattern to the given characteristics of the ground. Experiments
have been donec where the M-TRAN robot is walking on a slope with and
without the feedback to the CPG as well as walking on different surfaces
where the CPG adapts to the changes of the conditions of the ground.
(a) The M-TRAN robot walking up a slope with and without the feedback
to the CPG. Notices how the robots ability to walk strait changes dependent
on the presence of the feedback signal. [26]
(b) The M-TRAN robot walking on a surface that changes from normal
to sticky to slippery and back to normal. Notices how the CPG pattern
changes when the robot parses over the different surfaces. [26]
Figure 2.6 — M-TRAN robot walking on a slope and on different surfaces.
Other robots like PolyBot [67], SuperBot [59], Conro [6], TetroBot [20],
RoomBots [61] have also produced walking on four or six legs. The con-
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figuration for legged locomotion gives a fair speed compared to cluster-flow
or snake-like locomotion, but the power consumption could potentially be
lower since not all modules have to be active in terms of actuation, since
they are just used as structural components.
Locomotion through reconfiguration
Another way of doing locomotion in modular robots is through self-reconfiguration,
also called ”cluster-flow”. Locomotion of this kind is produced by having
modules moving from the back of the robot to the front of it in a continuous
process and thereby moving the mass of the robot. This type of locomotion
have the advantage that the modular robot will by reconfiguration be able
to go through narrow spaces because the robot does not have a fixed topol-
ogy. This ability could be of value in a search and rescue situation where
the ability to go through narrow cracks can be highly valuable. However,
this kind of locomotion does require a lot of energy and it is not very fast.
An example of cluster flow locomotion is shown in Figure 2.7
Figure 2.7 — Simulated cluster flow with the M-TRAN robot[32].
Locomotion through reconfiguration can naturally also be a combination
of snake-like, rolling, walking and cluster flow locomotion. When combining
these dissiplins, the robot will select the most appropriate configuration for
the given situation. The scenario in a search and rescue situation could be
as following. The robots starts in a ring configuration because it has to go
fast towards the rescue site. Here the robot will either form a snake or do
cluster flow in order to go into the collapsed building. Another example is
shown in Figure 2.8
Snake-like Locomotion
In this kind of locomotion the system is configured as a snakes with a chain of
modules. The locomotion patter in this configuration will often be similar
to what is seen in snakes, such as caterpillar and sidewinder. In Figure
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Figure 2.8 — Simulated self-reconfiguration with the M-TRAN robot.
2.9 below is shown some modular robots which have been configured for
snake-like locomotion. To some degree, snake-like locomotion can be an
advantage when moving in unknown terrain, since the robot is able to crawl
over obstacles that a legged or rolling robot would not be able to. Still,
the locomotion speed is rellatively low, and power consumption is also high
since all modules are doing actuation of some of their DOF.
(a) PolyBot as snake. [67] (b) M-TRAN as snake. [31]
(c) Conro snake. [6] (d) GZ-I snake. [72]
Figure 2.9 — Examples of four modular robots in snake configuration.
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Rolling locomotion
Rolling locomotion is possibly the best form of locomotion in modular robots
in terms of speed and energy efficiency. The reason for this is, that even
though all modules performs actuation in this configuration, each module
does not need to move a lot in order to gain a high speed. Rolling locomotion
can be divided into two categories, kinematic and dynamic rolling.
(a) Kinematic rolling. (b) Dynamic rolling.
Figure 2.10 — Showing the two forms of rolling, either kinematic or dynamic. [57]
In kinematic rolling, the shape of the loop is continuously moved forward
by changing the angles of the modules in the ring. The control of a kinematic
rolling gait is often done by a gait-table, where the angles are predefined.
The movement of a kinematic rolling track can easily be compared to a tank
tread - see Figure 2.10(a). The second form of rolling is kinematic rolling.
In this setup the loop is rolling forward by a gravitational pull in the robot.
One way to start the roll is to have the COM of the robot moved beyond
the pivot point of the module currently on the ground. By continuously
keeping the COM beyond the pivot point of the robot the rolling movement
will continue - see Figure 2.10(b). This approach can also be achieved
by the use of gait-tables, but are more often controlled by sensor feedback.
Unlike kinematic rolling, a dynamically rolling loop will continue rolling for
a short while if the joints stops moving, simply because the system have
gotten momentum. In Figure 2.6.1 is shown a few modular robots in loop
configuration.
2.6.2 Locomotion in monolithic robots
Since the field of locomotion in monolithic robots is way bigger than for
modular robots I will in this section only focus on legged locomotion with
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(a) Conro as loop [7] (b) SuperBot as loop [9]
(c) PolyBot-G1 as loop[68] (d) PolyBot-G2 as loop [69]
Figure 2.11 — Examples of four modular robots in loop configuration
a short introduction to some of the early work that have shaped the way
monolithic robots are build to day.
Legged locomotion have at least for the last hundreds years been a field
of interest for humans. Most of the first approaches to legged mechanisms
was based on linkages systems, where the pattern of the food was locked by
the mechanism. Several pattens have been given to such systems [1][65][3],
among which the best known might be the ”Mechanical Horse” from 1893
by Lewis A. Rygg [55] - see Figure 2.12.
What is common about these designs is that they are all based on a
linkage system giving them a fixed pattern of motion which limited them in
performance in unknown terrain which is why it was stated by Liston, R.
A. in 1970 that a useful robots would need control instead of fixed linkage
systems [52].
In the mid-1960’s, a four-legged walking truck was developed by Gen-
eral Electric [39]. The walking truck was controlled by a human operator
suspended in the centre of the robot, giving commands to the robot via and
hydraulic system that was coupled to his arms and legs. The implementa-
tion of the hydraulic system allowed the machine to give force feedback to
the human operator when one of the legs pushed an obstacle. Even though
this machine required a human operator and many hours of training, this
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Figure 2.12 — The mechanical horse by Lewis A. Rygg from 1893. [55]
truck is still seen as a landmark in legged locomotion.
The walking Truck was developed for the U.S Army as an experimental
quadruped walking machine to walking in rough terrain. Today when we
look at the concept drawing made back then, there is a conspicuous similar-
ity to work done on the BigDog robot, a robot that I will get back to.
In the 1980’s and beginning of the 90’s, a man named Marc H. Raibert
made a series of spectacular walking/hopping robots, with a control system
divided into three parts; Hopping, Forward speed and Posture. By the use
of this control system Raibert et al. was able to control robots both with
one, two and four legs [52]. Raibert et al. also used the concept of virtual
legs, where a pair of legs working in unison can be seen, from a control point
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(a) Walking Truck. (b) Concept drawings of Walking
Truck.
(c) Concept drawings of
Walking Truck.
(d) Concept drawings of Walking Truck.
Figure 2.13 — Real-life image of the Walking Truck 2.13(a), and three concept
drawings 2.13(b), 2.13(c), 2.13(d).
of view, as one leg. This means that a quadruped robot can be controlled
with the assumption that it only has two leg by using the concept of virtual
legs. Then, because a bipedal robot only is supported by one leg at a time,
the control of a quadruped robot can be the same as for a momopod, this
does however only work as long as the quadruped is doing either trot, bound
or pase. Because of this simplification, Raibert et al. was able to use mostly
the same control on all of his robots.
Even though the robots in Figure 2.14 by Raibert et al. is from the 80’s
and beginning of the 90’s, they still is considered a landmark in dynamic
walking robots, and even today many robots are still trying to achieve the
same level of dynamic walking.
In 1992, Marc Raibert founded the company Boston Dynamics, a sim-
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(a) Monopod robot. (b) Biped robot. (c) Quadruped Robot.
Figure 2.14 — Robots made by Raibert et al. [52]
ulation and robotics company. This company is specialised in building dy-
namic robots and software for human simulation. Since 1992, Bostom Dy-
namics have created a number of robots, including R-Hex [2], RiSE [58] a
wall climbing robot; PETMAN a anthropomorphic robot; and perhaps their
best known robot BigDog [53], a quadruped walking robot with the ability
of walking in unknown terrain while carrying loads of up to 154kg. Today,
BigDog is to be seen as the most advanced robot in terms of walking ability
as it is able to walk on a number of different surfaces, and is able to maintain
balance even if pushed hard sideways.
(a) Concept drawing of the Big-
Dog.
(b) R-Hex robot. (c) RiSE climbing robot.
(d) The PETMAN
robot.
(e) BigDog. (f) Concepts drawing of Big-
Dog.
Figure 2.15 — Robots made by Boston Dynamics.
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Many of the robots done by Boston Dynamics have in some way been
sponsored by the U.S. Military which also includes the BigDog robot. When
looking back at the Walking Truck in Figure 2.13, it is easy to see some sim-
ilarities, not only between the physical robots, but also between the concept
drawings. From those it is clear that similar ideas are behind the two robots.
Another robot which development was started back in the 1980’s is the
ASIMO robot from Honda. They made their first robot ”E0” in 1986 and
have since released 10 successors with increasing abilities, not only in walk-
ing. The first version ”E0” only had legs, but since version ”P1” from 1993,
the robots have been a complete humanoid robot. Today’s latest version
”ASIMO” is also able at running, carrying, walking on stairs, postures and
gestures interpretation, recognition of moving objects, face recognition etc.
ASIMO is considered to be the most advanced bipedal robot in the world
today. Other companies have also developed bipedal humanoids including
Sony with their QIRO robot, PAL-Robotics with their REEM humanoid,
Aldebaran Robotics with their Nao humanoid and others, however, ASIMO
may still be the best known humanoid in the world.
Figure 2.16 — The history of robot produces by Honda. [21]
In the section of locomotion in monolithic robots I have up until now
only been talking about fully actuated robots. Another class of robots are
the ones that encompass DOF that are passive, or also called passive dy-
namic walkers. The development of this class of robots are focusing more on
creating energy efficient robots than on robots with the ability of waling in
unknown terrain, carrying heavy loads, with high speed. The pioneer in this
field is Tad McGeer, who in the late 1980s created a two-legged frame that
could walk down a slope by itself without any control or active actuation
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[42].
Figure 2.17 — Two-legged frame walking down a slobe.
Today the leader in this field may be Andy Ruina how have been develop-
ing passive dynamic walkers since the beginning of the 1990’s. Ruina started
out developing passive dynamic robots like McGeer where the robots needed
a slope in order to maintain steady forward locomotion - Figure 2.18(a).
The problem with this type of systems is, that they can not walk on level
ground, yet, they still perform locomotion in a more natural way than other
robots controlled and powered by computers and actuators. In order to
overcome this problem, Ruina et al. started developing robots that was still
based on the principles from passive dynamic walking, but also encompass
small actuators and control in order to make the robot walk on level ter-
rain [12]. His most known robot may be the ”Cornell Ranger” - Figure
2.18(c), which is based on principles from passive dynamic walkers with
build in electric motors for providing a small force on the legs on the robot
in order to make it walk on level ground.
The Cornell Ranger have been developed since 2001, and have been
produces in three versions. The most resent version have been developed
from 2009 to 2011 [54]. All of the robots in this series is based on a 4-
legged bipedal system, with two inner legs and two outer legs - Figure
2.18(c). All versions of the Cornell Ranger have been tested on how long
they could walk without being recharged or touched by a human. The
first version (2001-2006) walked just a little over 1 km without recharged
or human interaction. This was extended to 9,07km on version two (2006-
2008) and once again extended with version 3 (2009-2011) which walked
65km in Maj, 2011, again without it being recharged or touched by humans
[54]. The robots by Ruina et al. is all inspired and build around the concept
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(a) Passive Biped with
Knees. [13]
(b) Powered Biped with
Knees. [12]
(c) Cornell Ranger. [43]
Figure 2.18 — Passive dynamic walkers developed by Andy Ruina et al.
of dynamic walkers, with some modifications to make them walk on level
ground with an extreme low power consumption. Even though these robots
is not able to walk in unknown terrain, nor have the ability to carry big
loads, they still show how important it is to create dynamic systems if a
robot should be able to do natural locomotion.
2.6.3 The study of legged locomotion in animals
All of the robots that I have been reviewing in this chapter havein some way
or another been inspired by nature. Even though the earliest attempts on
building walking systems can be dated back centuries ago, it was first in 1878
that dedicated studies of animal locomotion was done on horses. The reason
for doing this study was that is was debated between Leland Stanford and
Eadweard Muybridge whether a trotting horse left the ground with all four
feet at the same time or not. By using a stop-motion photographs technique
it was possible for Muybridge to prove that it in fact was the case, and that
the horse would leave the ground with all four legs at the same time in
running. After this discovery, Muybridge started doing analytics of over
forty animals including humans. The results of these studies are still valid
today, and seen as a landmark for studies in animal locomotion [50][49].
Today studies on animals are done using a number of different techniques
e.g Kinematics where markers are placed on the body of the animal, where
after the motion is recorded by several cameras often with high frame rates
of 2000 fps or above. After recording the movements of the markers, they are
tracked either automatically or manually and thereafter a 3D model of the
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Figure 2.19 — One of Muybridgs perhaps most known studies of the running horse.
animal can be created in the computer. When tracking the footfall pattern,
force plates can also be used. They do not give information on the posture
of the animal, but instead on the acceleration of the legs and the direction
of the force transferred by the feet. Information from both of these methods
are interesting when analysing the gait of an animal.
Even though intensive studies on animal locomotion have been done for
over a century, the secret of how animals are able to produce dynamic loco-
motion is still not revealed, mainly because the art of dynamic locomotion is
a combination of a number of different systems that have to work together
like skeleton, muscles, reflexes, control etc. A number of studies have been
done in the area of locomotion in animals of which the following are just a
few: [14] [18] [22] [38] [4] [37] [5].
Often, when scientists want to understand biological systems they often
start by making a mathematical model of the system that we would like
to understand in more detail, and the study of animal locomotion is no
exception. A number of people have worker on a model for legs, of which
one is Raibert et. al in his book ”Legged Robots That Balance” [52], however
the first article that formed the concept of a spring-mass model for running
with legs was Blickhan et. al [5] in 1989. Today the spring-mass model is
still being used and extensions have been made to it, however it is still the
same basic system as was originally formulated. Sometimes in litterateur
the model is called ”The Spring-mass model”, however, the term ”Spring
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loaded inverted pendulum” or ”SLIP” model is also used.
(a) Two models for legged locomotion. (b) Ground reaction forces for bipedal and
quadruped run.
Figure 2.20 — Basic theories on legged locomotion. [14]
Models of legged locomotion can be divided up into two branches - one for
walking and one for running see Figure 2.20. If looking at walking, this can
be described as an inverted pendulum where the kinetic and gravitational
potential energies of the body are exchanged cyclically. During walking the
mass of the body vaults over the leg, and the leg is modelled as a rigid body.
When dealing with running gaits the leg can no longer be modelled as a
rigid body, since running is sort of a hopping motion which needs a spring
function in the leg. It is like playing with a pogo stick - there would not be
much kangaroo to it, if it did not have a spring function. In running the
legs is compressed during impact and recoiling during take off. As opposed
to walking gaits the COM reaches its lowest point at the mid stance face of
the stride during running, whereas in walking the COM reaches its highest
point at mid stance.
There are of cause more to understanding animal locomotion than the
SLIP-model, and more and more focus are put into understanding the dy-
namics and importance of the body as well. One thing which are very
interesting to look into is the weight distribution in animals. Studies have
been done on dogs and cats that have shown that the position of the COM
is of great importance to their locomotive abilities.
The study of animal locomotion is of cause a huge field of research and to
go into details would be beyond this chapter. however, the basic principles
of the study of animal locomotion and animal locomotion itself have been
reviewed.
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2.7 Discussion
When looking at modular robots in locomotive applications it is clear that
they are more or less useless in most configuration in their current state.
The only configuration in which current modular robots could be used for
locomotion is in a ring-shape because it is able to travel long distances with
relatively high speed and energy efficiency [57].
The area of which there have been done most work in terms of mimicking
animal locomotion is in classical monolithic robots. In this review a few of
the most promising walking robots have been shown and they gives a good
impression of the field. All most all robots today are some way or another
based on the principles of the SLIP-model, which is the best basic model
of animal locomotion. Variations of the SLIP model do exist, however the
basic principle are the same. This also mean that most of the monolithic
walking robots perform in walking in mostly the same way. One exception
to this is the quadruped robot BigDog [53] by Boston Dynamics, which is
without any question the most impressive legged robot in the world today.
One of the head persons on Boston Dynamics is Marc Raibert, how also did
impressive work on one, two and four legged robots back in the 1980’s [52],
which are still impressive to look at today. Since Boston Dynamics are a
company, they do not release much information regarding the details on the
BigDog robot, however, since Marc Raibert is one of the main figures it is
reasonable to assume that some of his thoughts from the 80’s still are to be
found within the BogDig robot today. In terms of locomotion in unknown
terrain is seems like he knows something that others do not, however, Raibert
is also using other types of actuators, namely hydraulics, which has a number
of advantages but also disadvantages compared to standard DC motors, but
the use of hydraulics could be what gives him the lead in legged locomotion
in rough terrain.
From the studies of animal locomotion, the models used to describe the
motion of legs have been developed, however these models are still only
telling the story of the movements of the legs, and yet they are still limited
in their modelling capacity. More interest have been put into the dynamics
of the body and the importance of e.g. the weight distribution on the robot,
which I think is highly important.
When looking at most quadruped robots that have been designed and
which are using the SLIP model, they look similar in the design of the
body. Mostly, they have a rectangular rigid metal frame as a body with
legs attached in each corner. When comparing those to animals it is not
hard to see some differences. The most important difference is that animals
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have a spine giving the animals the ability to bend its body in many ways
indicating that animals are not rigid in their body. To me it seems that
the focus have been on the leg of animals, and not on the complete body
which I think play just as big a role in good locomotion as the legs does.
Another thing is, that robots often are build from rigid materials instead of
soft/bendable materials. Looking at a skeleton, it is obvious that each bone
is stiff, however, the body of an animal consists of many different bones which
are connected together with ligaments and cartilage which gives flexibility
to the structure.
But how does modular robot fit into all this talk of locomotion, SLIP-
models, bendable structures and animal inspired locomotion, when I started
this discussion by saying that modular robots is not useful in legged loco-
motion? The thing is that legged locomotion and its dynamics is not fully
understood, and small changes to a structure can easily change its walking
abilities. The concept of modular robots allows for building robots fast, and
then afterwards do changes on the robot. I think that this ability could be
very useful in studying legged locomotion, and the rest of this theses will
describe the approach taken to create a novel system based on concepts from
modular robots with those abilities.
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3 Designing of a new class of modular robots
Locomotion is one of the abilities that robots does not yet master to the same
degree as animals does. Many attempts have been made on how to create
artificial locomotive abilities in robots and some have been very successful,
however the full understanding of the dynamics is still missing. This chapter
will first give a motivation to the approach chosen in this work, and what
differs this approach from others made.
3.1 Motivation
Locomotion is on of the tasks that science have been working on for a num-
ber of years, and it is clear that progress have been made in the field, yet
still a lot of prices need to be fitted into the puzzle before we will see robots
walking like animals. In order to find the missing puzzle, we believe that
new methods of studying locomotion needs to be created, which we are aim-
ing at with the creation of the novel heterogeneous modular construction
kit called LocoKit. The system will primarily be based on the concept of
modular robots which was covered in section 2.4. In classically monolithic
robots a lot of research have also been conducted in walking systems and the
biggest achievements have also been done in this field which is why inspira-
tion also comes from this branch of science. Some of the most interesting
achievements in this field is covered in section 2.6.2. The last part of in-
spiration came naturally from the nature it self since it is the locomotive
abilities of nature we would like to master. Research in this area was covered
in section 2.6.3
The hope with LocoKit is, that it should be possible to create robots
which is not fixed in its physical shape at construction time like most mono-
lithic robots are. The approach we have is to increase the usability of mod-
ular robots in the domain of locomotion, because we believe that by having
the ability of making adjustments on the physical shape of the robot after it
have been build, makes it both easier to create good robots for locomotion,
but maybe more impotent, also to study locomotion and which parameters
that have influence on the performance of the robot which would increase the
knowledge on artificial locomotion and possibly lead to better locomotion in
robotic applications.
As the inspiration is coming mostly from modular robots, I will here like
to give a small refreshing on the three promises of modular robots which
was given in full in section 2.2:
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• Versatility: The possibility of using each module in many different
configurations gives the system a high degree of versatility.
• Robustness: Ordinary robots are very vulnerable to damages on the
robot. Only one falling sensor could cause the entire robot to stop
working. In modular robots this problem is much smaller because of
redundancy. If a module breaks it can easily be replaced by another,
even during run-time.
• Low cost: As modular robotic systems are composed of homogeneous
modules, or a few heterogeneous modules, the modules can be mass-
produced and thereby bring down the production costs.
In the ideal world this would be a perfect solution to the problem of how
to create cheap and versatile robots, but the past have shown us that in
reality it is not as easy as it may seem. The problems that this vision also
holds are the following:
• Problem 1: Self-sustainability: Due to the fact that all modules
should be self-contained in order to function as individual small robots
forming a bigger structure, all modules will have to contain electronics,
batteries, actuation etc. This gives a great overhead in terms of size,
weight and power consumption. Some modules in a structure may
never even move; they are just part of the structure, carrying the
weight of their actuators, and consuming the power necessary to keep
the module running in standby mode.
• Problem 2: Granularity: When constructing modular robots, each
module should be as small as possible to make it feasible to construct
gripping mechanisms, tools, etc. from them. This however has proved
to be one of the biggest challenges of all, because the technology for do-
ing that is not yet here. The smallest modules that are self-contained,
are still in the 5-10 cm range or bigger, making it impossible to create
such structures. The technology will have to facilitate production of a
complete module in the millimetre scale or nanometre scale for that to
be possible. This is a limiting factor to the versatility of the modules.
• Problem 3: Performance: Modular robots have shown that they
are capable of doing various tasks, with different configuration, which
is one of the promises of modular robots. However, in order to make
modular robots competitive to ordinary robots, the performance of the
different tasks that modular robots can do will have to be improved
in terms of speed, energy efficiency and reliability.
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The problems stated in Problem 1 to 3 we believe to be the most
limiting ones that modular robots are facing today. In order to solve those,
we have formed the following hypotheses.
• Hypotheses 1: Increased heterogeneity: The problem of hav-
ing an overhead is biggest when dealing with homogeneous modular
robots, but does still exist, to some degree, in heterogeneous modular
robots as well. To overcome this problem, the degree of heterogeneity
must be re-evaluated in order to create even more specialised modules,
where the complexity in each module is reduced to a minimum. By
doing that the overhead in terms of electronics and mechanics can be
minimised drastically.
• Hypotheses 2: Reduced complexity of modules: As the com-
plexity of the modules rises, so does the size. Therefore, we will de-
crease the complexity of the modules in the system, and create more
specialised modules in order to make each individual module smaller.
• Hypotheses 3: Narrow area of application: The diversity of
tasks that a modular robot can do is huge, so in order not to get lost
in trying to increase the performance of modular robots in all of their
areas, this work will focus on one specific task, namely legged locomo-
tion, and try to make LocoKit better in locomotive applications.
The rest of this chapter will describe the design approach of the LocoKit
system, and give information on how this system divides itself from other
modular robots that have been developed.
3.2 The design approach
Modular robots face a number of problems, which are (1) the overhead in
terms of electronic, actuation and structure, (2) the granularity and (3) the
performance in terms of speed, energy efficiency and reliability. A number of
different attempts have been made over the years to create a system that can
solve these problems. This section will present the ideas and visions behind
the modular construction kit, LocoKit. Our motivation for creating a new
modular robotic system comes from an interest in studying the interaction
between morphology and locomotion. More specifically, we plan to address
the following three areas:
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• Different morphologies: The system should facilitate the opportu-
nity to study different morphologies, and to see how even small changes
to a morphology influence its locomotive abilities.
• Adaptability through morphosis: On top of locomotion, the sys-
tem should also be capable of doing voluntary and involuntary mor-
phosis at run-time. This could be like changing gait parameters while
moving on different surfaces, or to adapt if a leg falls off or becomes
useless. These adaptive features should not be implemented in control
only, but also as part of the structure.
• Dynamic locomotion: To perform locomotion, which is energy effi-
cient, dynamic and adaptive, the system should be interacting with its
surroundings, like in nature where the animals adapt their gait pattern
to the environment.
Common to all previous modular systems is, that they have all proved that
the concept of modularity works, and they have produced results in terms
of different kinds of locomotion either as walking, crawling or rolling gaits.
However, they are still limited by the problems stated in section 3.1. The
difference we want to make in the creation of LocoKit is stated in Table
3.1.
Modular Robots etc. LocoKit
Complexity high low
Granularity low high
Degree of heterogeneity low high
Deformability low variable
Module autonomy high low
Size high low
Degrees of freedom high medium
Ease of assembly high medium
Versatility low high
Cost high medium-low
Robustness medium high
Self-reconfigurable some none
Table 3.1 — Comparison between non-layered modular robots and LocoKit on the
module level.
In order to create a system with the functionalities given in Table 3.1
the following design approach have been used.
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When looking at nature it is clear that the body of an animal is composed
of a number of layers. If we start looking from the inside and out, the
first thing we will see is the skeleton with its bones and ligaments. These
elements are enough to keep the structure together, however the structure
is not necessarily able to support its own weight - see Figure 3.1(A) After
having the skeleton put in place, all actuation will be put into the structure.
It will then be possible, to some degree, to place the muscles arbitrarily in the
robot, dependent on where it is desirable to have the centre of mass (COM)
placed in the robot. Using this approach, the idea is that big motors should
be placed in the centre of the robot having their actuation transferred to
the legs. By doing this, the weight of the legs should be kept at a minimum
- see Figure 3.1(B)
A B
Figure 3.1 — The layers of an animal. In (a) the skeleton is shown, and in (b)
muscles have been but onto the skeleton.
With the two first layers of skeleton and actuation in place, it is necessary
to have some control, electronic and batteries attached to the robot as well.
The electronics can at this point be placed on the robot body where there
is space since everything is connected through wires. The location of the
electronics is not the most important issue. The batteries one the other
hand should be placed more wisely since they will add a lot of weight to the
robot and can therefore move the COM quite a bit.
The following chapter will describe the realisation of the modules in the
LocoKit system.
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4 Realising LocoKit
Based on the description of the design approach in chapter 3, the following
chapter will go into the design of the mechanical components for creating
skeletons with the LocoKit construction kit as well as look at the methods
of actuation that have been used until now.
4.1 Structural parts
This section will describe the design process of the mechanical components
for LocoKit. The design is quite simple with a few basic components and
a number of peripheral components to create connection to motors, sliding
mechanisms, foot designs, wire-driven actuation and some attempts to make
local stiffness in the structure based on ideas from integrity. During the de-
sign phase of LocoKit, a 3D printer have been used to test components. This
makes prototyping easier and faster, and also helps to keep the production
costs low compared to have demo components produces externally. Also is
makes progress faster because a new prototype can be ready over night. The
downside of using a 3D printer is, that the components produces, are a bit
more frail than if they were produced on a injection moulding machine or
CNC milling machine.
4.1.1 Basic components
The system consists of three basic components for assembling skeletons. As
opposed to many other modular robots, this system does not form rigid
structures, but instead structures that allow for some flexibility. This is
controversial, opposed to other systems, where a stiff structure is needed
in order to create self-reconfigurable systems, but since this system is only
reconfigurable, it is seen as an advantage, because it allows for creating
dynamic structures for dynamic locomotion, which is one of the requirements
for this system. Currently, it is only in-between the connection points that
the system is flexible. In the connection point between different modules
the connection is still rigid.
The component for making the connection between elements in the struc-
ture is glass-fibre enhanced plastic rods with a 4 mm diameter. These rods
are bought in lengths of 1 m, and are easily cut into the desired length. This
is one of the three basic components. Some different materials was initially
tested, but the glass-fibre enhanced plastic rod was selected because of its
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strength and is flexibility, however, due to the simple connection method
used in the system, other materials could easily be used simultaneously.
The second basic component is shown in Figure 4.1. This components
can rotate freely around it’s centre axis. On each side of the component
one connection rod can be mounted in an arbitrary position and fastened by
the pointed screw perpendicular to the connection rod. On each side of the
rotary joint there is also placed a utility connector, onto which a number
of different utility components can be attached in 12 different angles in
proportion to the side of the joint. This joint have been designed in two
versions where version one is shown in Figure 4.1. This version have a
diameter of 25 mm, and a width of 32 mm.
Pointed screw
Pointed screw
Utility connector
Connection rod
Figure 4.1 — The rotary joint - version 1.
Version two is a redesign of version 1 which was done recently, due to
production constrains on a CNC milling machine. The new design is very
much similar but the size is reduced to 20 mm in diameter and 22 mm in
width. Version one of the joint was produced in ABC plastic on a 3D printer
which is fine for prototyping, but still it is a fragile material. Version two
will be made in aluminium to make the component stronger.
In version two the utility connector have also been made a bit smaller so
it now is 4 mm in height whereas in version one it was 8 mm. The reason
for this is simply that tests on version one shows that 4 mm connection
point was fine for connecting utilities onto the rotary joint. By having the
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Pointed screw Pointed screw
Connection rod
Utility connector
Figure 4.2 — The rotary joint - version 2.
connection point made smaller the utilities can also be smaller - see Figure
4.2.
The third basic component is a joint which can be fixed in 12 positions.
As with the rotary joint, this component have also been made in two version,
where version two has a smaller form factor than version one, and have also
been redesigned to be more suited for production on a CNC milling machine.
Version one has a diameter of 25mm and a width of 11 mm - see Figure
4.3. With the screw loosened the joint can be rotated in 12 steps and by
tightening the screw again the joint gets fixed.
Version two of the fixed joint have been redesigned to be producible
on a CNC milling machine which also causes the component to feel more
professional when using it. In this version the joint have 16 steps in rotation.
Each step is maintained in a loose way by the two springs and steel balls
attached on one side sliding over the notches on the other side. Again the
screw is tightened when position of the joint is correct - see Figure 4.4.
4.1.2 Peripheral components
The basic components listed above are always used when building a skeleton
for a robot, but most likely, the basic components will not be enough to build
the skeleton for a complete robot. In the following section I will go through
the peripheral components in the system. In Figure 4.5, four peripheral
components are highlighted which are used in the skeleton of the robot
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Pointed screw
Figure 4.3 — The fixed joint - version 1.
SpringyBot, which is one of the robots that have been build with LocoKit.
Section 5.2.6 will give more info on the SpringBot.
• (1) - Connection disk: This module connects a leg on a robot to
a motor. The disk have been made in a way, that allows the swing
of the leg to be adjusted in up to five steps. The adjustment is done
off-line by moving the pivot point at the end of the leg between the
holes in the connection disk. All holes are fitted with a bearing.
• (2) - Motor mount block: This module mounts the motors (Dy-
namixel RX-12) onto the skeleton of the robot. This module have been
designed so, that it also is part of the skeleton, in order to minimise the
weight of the skeleton. The module can also be used in the skeleton
structure without a motor.
• (3) - Sliding joint: This module allows one rod to have contraction/-
expansion (slide up/down) while doing retraction/protraction motions
(turned forward backward). Having the modules placed like in the
setup in Figure 4.5 gives the leg a fixed elliptic trajectory. The el-
liptic trajectory is depending on the distance from the ”Sliding Joint”
module to the motor, and also on the connector between the leg and
the ”Connection disk”.
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Pointed screw
Pointed screw
Figure 4.4 — The fixed joint - version 2.
• (4) - Foot with spring: This module is simply a foot with a spring
the can be connected at the end of a leg to give the robot a more SLIP-
like walking pattern. This module have been created in two versions
whit the same physical dimensions, but with two different springs with
different spring constant.
Together with the four modules shown in Figure 4.5, another set of
modules shown in Figure 4.6 have also been developed. These modules are
made to help create strength to the legs in the system.
When the robots are getting bigger than SpringyBot, we discovered that
LocoKit had a tendency to become unsteady in the skeleton, especially in the
legs. Therefore module 5 and 6, shown in Figure 4.6, have been designed.
These two modules, tied together with a thin string, creates a triangle from
the leg into the skeleton of the robot. This simple structure improves the
stiffness of the leg greatly, and does at the same time not add noticeable
weight onto the robot. This way of adding stiffness to the robot have been
inspired from tensegrity structures, and in the future this type of structures
will possibly be used more in the LocoKit system.
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Figure 4.5 — This figures shows four of the new components developed to make
it possible to build the SpringyBot robot.
Figure 4.6 — When the robot increase in size, the skeleton tends to be less stable,
especially in the legs. To compensate for this, these two modules
where developed to strengthen the legs.
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4.2 Actuation
With all the structural components in place, forming the structural basis
of the robot, it will need some actuation in order to move. Actuation will
have to be applied at the joints where it is needed, but opposed to placing
actuators directly onto the joint, this project have been inspired by nature
in its way of transferring power from the muscles and onto the joints. In
LocoKit, actuation power can be transferred from the actuators to the joints
via wires or through rigid connections.
The purpose of not placing the actuator directly at the joint is to min-
imise the weight and size of each module in the construction and to keep
the weight of the actuators in the centre of the robot instead of on the legs
since it would make the legs heavy and thereby make it even harder to have
the legs move fast which is required for running gaits. It also allows for a
greater control of the dynamics of the robot in terms of weight distribution,
because we can place the actuators more freely. Transferring the power from
the motors onto the joints via wire systems does however introduces friction
to the system every time the wire is bent in some way and also makes each
movement less precise. These problems will be addressed in section 5.1. In
Figure 4.7 is shows an example of the actuator connected to wires. In
Figure 4.5 an example of direct driven actuation can be seen, where the
motors are directly coupled to the legs through the connection disk. Other
examples are in Figure 5.4 and 5.5.
(a) Dynamixel motor with actuation
wires.
(b) Wire mount used to hold the plastic
guide.
Figure 4.7 — Actuation components. “A” points at the wire, that transports the
actuation power and “ B” points at the plastic guide that makes it
possible to transfer power in non-linear curves.
Current, the actuators used in the system are the Dynamixel RX-10.
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These are servo motors with the ability to be configured for continuous
rotation from software. They are controlled over a RS485 bus, and the
motors can be daisy chained. These motors are not powerful enough to
make a robot do dynamic gaits, however, they are fine for static walking
gaits, and they are good as a starting point since they are so easily to
control.
4.3 Electronics
Normally, the structure, actuation and electronics would have been one mod-
ule, but now it has been shown how structural parts and actuation can been
split into separate layered in our modular system. The same is true for
the electronics, but the electronics has been further divided into separate
modules, each representing different functions. This way of dividing the
electronics makes it possible to use the exact amount of electronics needed
at specific places in the robot, and thereby limiting the amount of elec-
tronics in the robot. The electric boards have been made so that they can
be stacked to form a sandwich structure. One board (the CPU board) is
always required to be in the sandwich, but depending on whether the sand-
wich should be controlling actuation, sensors or just be a computation unit,
it can be configured accordingly.
Having this sandwich structure makes it easier to create new electronics
for the system. It simply just have to fit with a set of pin connections and
electronics specifications.
As written the in introduction in section 1, the development of the elec-
tronics is not a part of this thesis, and currently the electronic have not
been used extensively in the Locokit, mainly because the software for the
electronics is not yet at a mature state. Therefore, the control of the robots
have been run from a PC through RS485 by the use of an USB2Dynamixel
converter.
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(a) Communication board. (b) Sensor board with interface to
LEGO-NXT sensors
(c) The CPU board. A central board
that always have to be in the stack
(d) Motor board for controlling Maxon
brushless motors.
Figure 4.8 — Electronics developed for the LocoKit system.
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5 Experiments
This chapter will go through experiments that have been done on the Lo-
coKit in order to see how it performs in various situations. Different systems
have been build with locomotive abilities. In section 5.1 some initial tests
was done on the system, where wires was used not only for transferring
power from the actuator to the legs, but also as a stabilising component for
structures. In section 5.2 the system is tested more consistently to see how
it performs compared to other robots and animals. These tests are carried
out with the robot walking on a treadmill in our lab.
5.1 Wire-driven systems
The idear behind the three layered structure described in chapter 3 is that
motors for actuaton could be placed anywhere in the structure, and then
the actuation power should be transferred to e.g. the leg through a wire
system. In this section results from initial tests with the wire system will
be shown.
5.1.1 Selection of wire
In order to us wires in our system the wires need to meet a few requirements.
(1) The wires should not be heavy compared to the structure. (2) Because
we want to build robots with a ground area between A4 and A3 paper size,
the wires should be small and easily bendable in order to move actuation
power around inside the body of the robot. (3) The wire should be strong
enough to withstand the forced applied to it from the actuators. In order to
find a wire which fit our needs a number of different wire have been tested,
however, the selection process was relatively easy since all but one was not
able to fill the requirements. The selection was not based on any calculations
since the range of different cables it not immense, it was fairly easy to make
a empiric choice. Our choice felt on the Sullivan No. S507 pull-pull steel
cable with a shield of plastic.
5.1.2 Quadruped walker
To demonstrate locomotion with the use of pull-pull cables to transfer the
actuation power from the motors to the legs, a quadruped walker has been
constructed. The structure of the walker is so that it uses only two motors
to actuate four legs. The control of the motors is implemented in a simple
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(a) LocoKit walker. Rubber on the
hind legs improved the friction.
(b) Squares are speed, circles are specific re-
sistance. Marked area shows used values.
Figure 5.1 — (a) Picture of the LocoKit walker. (b) Speed and specific resistance
data.
manner where the motors are oscillating between two fixed angles. Then
by connecting the output from the motors, via wire cables to the legs, the
actuation power is transferred from the motor onto the legs and thereby
allowing the motors to be kept in centre of the robot. The legs are attached
in pairs of two to the motors. One pair is the back legs, and one is the front
legs. The legs are oupled in anti-phase. To create a gait, the two motors
are oscillating with a phase shift, and thereby creating a simple walking
gait. The gait was optimised based on the speed and specific resistance,
and measurements shows that the selected gait gave the highest speed with
the lowest specific resistance, which may indicate that the dynamics of the
robot helps to improve the performance - see Figure 5.1(b).
The speed of the walker was measured to 11.8cm/sec with a specific
resistance of 9.65. The specific resistance [17] was calculated based on the
total power consumption of the robot when walking, calculated by equation
(5.1).
 =
E
Mgd
(5.1)
The specific resistance in (5.1) is a dimensionless number. This equation
is useful in the evaluation process of mobile robots because it makes it easier
to compare performance between different robots. Here, “E” represents the
total energy consumed when traveling a distance of “d”. The mass is “M”
and the gravitation is “g”, [17]. It is, however, difficult to make a good
comparison to other modular robots because very few have actually made
such measurements. Measurements carried out by Sastra et al. [57] with
a loop configuration are the only one available, but as the configuration is
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completely different a comparison against LocoKit would not be fair. When
comparing to other quadruped robots that are non-modular, LocoKit is not
performing as well as them, which was also expected, because LocoKit is
still at a very early state of its development. Most other quadruped walking
robots have a specific resistance in the area of 1-10 [25]. However, tests show
that LocoKit is able to produce locomotion like other modular robots, and
has a performance that is comparable to that of other quadruped modular
robots.
5.1.3 Static tower
In this configuration the components are forming a simple tower that are
hold in place by four wires attached on two sides of the tower. Building has
nothing to do with locomotion, but it is a good measure of the strength and
stability of the system.
In Figure 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) the tower is not stable when the wires
are not attached on either of the two sides. In this situation, the only
components holding the tower together are the connection joints mounted
onto the rods with screws. When the wires are attached, the tower becomes
stable, as seen in Figure 5.2(c). In this configuration the tower is able to
sustain a load on top of the tower of maximum 7.7kg - see Figure 5.2(d).
The tower by itself weights 262g, which is equivalent to, that the tower is
carrying a weight, 20cm over the ground, of roughly 29 times its own weight.
Drop tests have shown that the tower could sustain a drop from up to 60cm
and still withstand a top load of 7.7kg. With loads higher than 7.7kg or a
drop from more than 60cm a random rotary joint would simply break. The
broken joint could then be replaced and the tower would regain its strength.
This test shows that LocoKit is able to be configured into a stable structure,
with the ability to withstand great loads without using any power.
5.1.4 Discussion
The use of wires in LocoKit have shown that the technology is useful, how-
ever it also have a lot of downsides. The first challenge is that in order to
get reasonable performance, the design of the robot should be so, that no
cable will bend in an radius less than 30mm (using the Sullivan cable). As
we want to keep the robots small in size, this limits the freedom of placing
the motors randomly onto the robot. Another problem with the Sullivan
cables are, that the cable is of steel to give it high strength and and guide
is of plastic to give is flexibility. The problem is that when high pull is de-
manded on the cable, the friction between the cable and the guide is fairly
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(a) Assembled tower without pull-pull
wires attached.
(b) Assembled tower without pull-pull
wires attached.
(c) Assembled tower with pull-pull
wire attached.
(d) Tower with a load of 7.7 kg.
Figure 5.2 — Static tower build from LocoKit.
high, which is lowering the performance of the robot.
In situations where the cables was used for stabilisation the cables per-
formed quite well, because the implementation of the wires do not add ex-
treme amounts of weight to the system, compared to the strength they are
adding. In the tower example where the tower has a weight of 262g, the
attached wires including extra plastic components are only 28g which is not
a lot compared to the strength it gives to the structure.
As a result of these experiments there have been no further use of cables
in the LocoKit system, because their performance in transferring power from
the actuators to the legs simply is not good enough. However, I will not
rule out that they might find their way into the system again in situations
where they are used for creating stability or where low force needs to be
transferred.
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5.2 Energy efficiency of LocoKit
These experiments will look at the energy efficiency of two different robots
constructed from LocoKit. Specifications on the robots are given in section
5.2.2. Both robots are quadruped systems, but their mechanics and size are
different. As we are trying to construct legged robot that mimic locomotion
in nature, the results of LocoKit will naturally be compare to animals of
equal size in section 5.2.8.
5.2.1 Parkour
When doing tests on robots, it is important that the tests are reproducible,
so that the tests can be made again with the same or a new robot in order
to compare the performance of the robots. To accomplice that, we have
produced a 1 m wide and 4 m long pakour. The parkour is one of the
terrains in which the robots is tested, and the parkour is built so, that the
elevation of the terrain can be changed step-less in heights between 0 cm
and 40 cm, for each 15 cm of the 4-m length of the parkour. This makes it
possible for us to create many different terrains to test our robot on. The
surface of the parkour is interchangeable, so different surfaces can be tested
out. The current surface, which is used in the following experiments, are
made of rubber with a high friction and a smooth surface, see Figure 5.3.
x
4 m
Figure 5.3 — Parkour setup.
The robots will be tested on the parcour in the following two setups:
• Increasing slope, to test how far the robot is able to walk on the slope.
• Unknown terrain, to see the abilities of the robots.
The other setup, in which the robot have been tested, is a flat treadmill,
on which most of the experiments have been conducted. The speed of this
treadmill can be adjusted steplessly from 0 m/s to 4.1 m/s.
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5.2.2 The robots
In these experiments we have used two different robots: One robot (Link-
ageBot) that has as leg structure based on a linkage-bar mechanism with
two motors per leg, and one simpler robot (SpringyBot) with only one mo-
tor per leg actuating the leg directly coupled to the motor. Both robots are
constructed in a way that makes the motors rotate constantly, in order to
save power, by not having the motors do oscillatory movements.
Figure 5.4 — LinkageBot quadruped robot built from LocoKit.
Speed 0.165m/s
Weight 1.6kg
Power consumption (walkig) 1.06A
Power consumption (hanging) 900mA
Size W55 D43.5 H30 (cm)
Table 5.1 — Specification on the LinkageBot robot, having 8 motors for actuation.
Firstly, the LinkageBot robot was build - see Figure 5.4 and Table
5.1 - which have two actuators per leg. This makes it possible to control
the reachable space and thereby the footfall pattern of each leg from the
controller, by changing the synchronisation between the two motors on each
leg. Still, the syncronisation between the legs can be changed and therefore
the gait of the robot. Even though the footfall pattern can be controled
from the controller, it is still constrained by the mechanical setup of the leg,
and a propper setup of the leg is necessary in order to get reasonable footfall
patterns. This way of constructing the legs is inspired by Theo Jansen [23]
and his work with his Strandbeest robots.
After having built the LinkageBot robot, we started thinking if it were
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Figure 5.5 — SpringyBot quadruped robot built from LocoKit.
Speed 0.07m/s
Weight 0.650kg
Power consumption (walking) 560mA
Power consumption (hanging) 500mA
Size W25 D20 H18 (cm)
Table 5.2 — Specification on the SpringyBot robot, having 4 motors for actuation.
even necessary to have so many degrees of freedom per leg when for now,
the robots only are dealing with simple terrain, where they do not have to
overcome big obstacles. Therefore SpringyBot was built - see Figure 5.5
and Table 5.2 - which only has one actuator per leg. This means, that the
reachable space of this robot is fixed by the mechanical system, which gives
the leg a trajectory where it is moving in a fixed ellipse. The only parameters
that can be varied from the controller is the speed of the motors, and the
synchronisation between them. The rest is fixed by the mechanical structure
of the robot.
5.2.3 The controller
The controller is based on a PID-loop with position feedback from the mo-
tors. All motors are running in synchronisation, with a fixed phase shift
between them. Both robots are using the same controller, only scaled in
size to handle the number of motors in the two robots. The controller is
built within the ASE framework (ASsemble and animatE) by Christensen
[10]. The only feedback to the controller is position information from the
motors. There is no feedback from the robot besides that, so the controller
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does not adapt the control of the robot to its environment at this point.
Currently, the controller is running on a PC, controlling the robot through
a RS485 bus. This is of cause not the optimal solution, but as the electronics
is now yet ready to be built into the robot, it is the second best.
5.2.4 Evaluation methods
To be able to evaluate the robots against each other, the cost of transport
(COT) has been calculated - see eq. (5.2).
COT =
Energy
Mass ·Distance travled
[
J
kg ·m
]
(5.2)
The COT is then calculated based on the amount of energy used to
travel a given distance with specific mass. This equation is also used for
animals, which makes it easy to compare COT-values between animals and
robots. In Figure 5.8 data for both the robots, and animals are shown in
a logarithmic plot.
5.2.5 Experiments on LinkageBot
The LinkageBot robot was built first, having two degrees of freedom (DOF)
in the legs - see Figure 5.4. This number of DOF, gives us a number of
opportunities when it comes to adjusting the reachable space of the foot.
The parameters that can be adjusted are the step length and the height
that the foot is lifted from the ground in the swing phase. By adjusting the
synchronisation between the two motors actuating one leg, a simple gait was
created for the robot, which is shown in Figure 5.6.
On flat terrain the robot is walking nicely with a clear swing and stance
phase, having a COT of 60 Jkg·m in average, and a steady forward speed of
0.13 − 0.16ms . When put on an increasing slope, the robot is not able to
maintain lateral stability, and the robot often drifts off, either to the left or
the right side of the slope. The same is the case if placed in uneven terrain
on the parkour.
5.2.6 Experiments on SpringyBot
After having built and done tests on LinkageBot, the SpringyBot was built,
which is a smaller and more simple robot - see Figure 5.5. In the Springy-
Bot robot, the ability to adjust the reachable space from the controller has
been removed, and instead these parameters are fixed in the mechanics. The
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Figure 5.6 — Footfall pattern for LinkageBot. The gait is a diagonal sequence -
diagonal-couplet gait.
Figure 5.7 — Footfall pattern for SpringyBot. The gait is a diagonal sequence -
diagonal-couplet gait.
drawbacks are, that when the mechanics is built, the trajectory of the foot
is fixed, and only the speed and synchronisation between the legs can be
adjusted on the robot. On the pro-side, the overall weight of the robot is
lowered substantially, because this robot only needs four motors, compared
to the 8 in the LinkageBot. Only having four motors also makes it possi-
ble to assemble a smaller skeleton, which again creates a much more stable
structure.
When put on flat terrain the robot walk nicely with a COT of 184 Jkg·m
in average and a forward speed of 0.07 msek . As for the LinkageBot robot, the
SpringyBot robot is not good on an increasing slope or in uneven terrain as
it has the same problems regarding lateral stability as the LinkageBot robot
had.
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BigDogSuperBot
CKBot
Figure 5.8 — The graph shows the cost of transport plotted against the weight of
various animals, together with the COT values for the two robots
- (red) LinkageBot, (green) SpringyBot with mass 650g, (blue)
SpringyBot with mass 760 - 1520g. The experiments on SpringyBot
(blue) show clearly that when increasing the weight on the robot, the
COT decreases. The graph is logarithmic. Full et. al [16]. Results
on SuperBot are from [59]. Results on CKBot are from [57]. Results
from BigDog are from [53].
5.2.7 Gait analysis on both robots
The controller of both robots has been programmed to perform a perfect
trot gait, however, the imperfection of the mechanics and the dynamics of
the robotic skeleton makes both robots walk with a diagonal sequence -
diagonal-couplet gait, see Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.6. This gait is also
known as an imperfect trot. Both robots are clearly in a walking state, since
their duty factor (DF) is above 50%, with 60% for the LinkageBot and 70%
for SpringyBot. The duty factor tells how large a fraction of the stride, a
specific leg is on the ground. A DF > 50 is walking and a DF < 50 is
running.
5.2.8 Analysing COT for both robots
The Cost Of Transport (COT) has been measured for both robots (red,
LinkageBot; green and blue Loco), and plotted together with COT data
from animals - see Figure 5.8.
Experiments have been carried out with the two robots having their
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Figure 5.9 — This figure shows data from the 9 experiments that have been done
on SpringyBot. In the experiments the weight has been increased in
steps of roughly 100g, while measuring the speed and the average
current consumption. The COT for these experiments are plotted in
Figure 5.8.
initial weight as stated in Table 5.1 and 5.2. These are marked with red
for LinkageBot, and green for SpringyBot. As it is shown, the two robots
are not as efficient as animals of equal size, but they still follow roughly the
same slope in COT as animals. To see if SpringyBot robot would follow the
same slope as animals just by increasing the weight of the robot, a series of
extra experiments have been carried out, where the weight of SpringyBot has
been increased in steps of roughly 100 g. The results of these experiments
are also shown in Figure 5.8 as blue circles. As seen, the COT is clearly
falling as the weight on the robot is increased, following the same slope as
animals do.
What is noteworthy is, that the only thing that was changed on the
robot was the weight. During the experiments, all parameters like the spring
constant, all lengths in the robot together with gait and speed were kept
constant - see Figure 5.9. While increasing the weight on the robot, the
weight distribution was also kept as constant as possible - see Figure 5.10.
The centre of mass (COM) has on purpose been placed in the front of the
robot in order to copy the COM in e.g. dogs [37].
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Figure 5.10 — Centre of mass on SpringyBot during all the tests with different
weights on the robot. The COM has on purpose been placed in the
front of the robot to mimic how the COM is located for instance
in a dog [37]. Directions on the robot are (F)ront, (B)ack, (R)ight
and (L)eft.
5.2.9 Discussion
Both the SpringyBot and the LinkageBot have shown to be able to pro-
duce steady forward locomotion on flat terrain, with a diagonal sequence
- diagonal-coupled gait. The energy efficiency has been measured on both
robots during walking. Those measurements show that the robots are 5-10
times less power efficient than animals of equal size - see Figure 5.8. How-
ever, the data on energy efficiency also show an interesting coupling between
the weight of the robot, and the energy efficiency, which matches what is
observed in animals. Initial tests on the two robots show that the growth in
COT on the robots follows almost the same slope as for animals, only with
an offset. Additional tests on the SpringyBot robot show that by increasing
the weight of the robot in steps of 100 g, the COT decreases following the
same gradient as between LinkageBot and SpringyBot, having their initial
data. What is worth noticing is that the morphology of the two robots is
different, yet they still produce comparable data, and data that look like
what can be observed in nature.
While increasing the weight of SpringyBot, the COM was kept almost
constant, in trying not to change other parameters on the robot than the
weight. The COM has in these tests been placed in the front part of the
body, in order to mimic how the COM is placed in e.g. dogs [37].
In the data from the experiments on SpringyBot, it also shows that the
motors perhaps are a bit too big compared to the weight of the robot, since it
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is able to maintain a constant speed when doubling the weight of the robot.
Using smaller motors with higher efficiency would in the case of SpringyBot
have resulted in a robot with a lower COT during the initial tests. However,
if the motors would have been smaller, the robot may not have been able to
carry the extra load of almost 850 g.
In order to compare our results to other modular systems, results from
the two modular robotic systems, SuperBot [59] and CKBot [57], are plotted
together with the results on LocoKit in Figure 5.8. Results from Super-
Bot show, that the COT for this system seems to be a factor of 2-4 better
than LocoKit. However, the results on SuperBot are from simulation, and
it seems that the effect used by the robot is mainly the energy used by the
mechanics and does not include the losses in the control, motors etc. The
results on CKBot, are on the other hand, based on physical experiments,
showing a configuration with a low COT compared to LocoKit. These data
indicate that CKBot is a well-designed system, able to perform forward lo-
comotion with a low COT. However, the comparison to LocoKit might not
be completely fair, because CKBot was in these experiments assembled as
a wheel, which should have a lower COT than a quadruped robot. Unfortu-
nately, it have not been possible to find values for COT based on physical
experiments in modular robots formed as a quadruped robot. The third
robot that has been included in Figure 5.8, is BigDog, because it is a
normal monolithic robot which aims at having great performance in rough
unknown terrain. This robot is known for its impressive performance in un-
known terrain, but as seen in Figure 5.8, it comes with the price of having
a high COT compared to animals of equal size of the BigDog.
The results in energy efficiency show that the modular robotic system,
LocoKit, still needs a lot of optimisation in order to get an energy efficiency
that becomes comparable to monolithic robots and animals. However, since
the LocoKit system has not yet become fully mature, the results are still
satisfactory. In the future, more work will be put into increasing the oppor-
tunities to construct energy efficient robots from LocoKit, and also to make
them more dynamic.
5.3 Walking abilities of SpringyBot
This section of the experimental chapter will go into some of the details
that have been observed during other experiments on the SpringyBot. None
of the experiments in this section have been have been verified to a high
degree, but are mostly observations that seems interesting.
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5.3.1 Slipping feet
When starting out doing experiments on the SpringyBot, the gait was set as
a ”perfect” trot, meaning that the interpair timing is 50% of stride duration.
In theory this should be correct and make the robot walk nicely with a
trotting gait.
(a) Perfect trot gait. (b) In-perfect trot gait.
Figure 5.11 — Perfect and in-perfect trot gait.
In Figure 5.11(a) the perfect trot gait is shown in (a) which was the
trot the the controller of the robot was set to perform. The inperfect trot
gait in Figure 5.11(b) is the trot that have been found to be the one
where the robot walkes with the higest speed and the lesast slipping over
the ground in its current configuration shown in Figure 5.5.
In order to get to this gait there was two ways to go. Either the controller
could be fine tuned or the weight distribution on the robot could be altered in
a way so that the COM no longer was located in the center of the robot. The
best solution was however to change the COM on the robot. The inspiration
came form the article by Lee et. al [37], where experiment on altering the
COM on a normal dog show, how the gait pattern and the forces exceded
by the legs changes. The best possition of the COM on SpringyBot in its
current configuration was found by testing different solutions. The result
was to place 53% of the weight of the robot in the front part of the robot.
It may seem natural that the COM of a robot mimicing a dog or a cat
sized animal should have the same mass distribution as the animal, however
up until now, I have not seen any work where the possition of COM have
been discussed actively in an article. What often is seen is that the COM is
placed in the center of the robot, where after the controller takes care of the
rest. In a few cases robots are designed in a way such the the COM may be
placed in the front part of the robot, but from articles it is not clear to me
if it is done by coincidence or not.
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For now, these observations have not been fully verified by comprehensive
tests, but based on the results obtained until now it looks like an area in
which more studies should be conducted. This will become future work in
the project.
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6 Dissusion and Conclusion
In this thesis the development of the modular robotic construction kit, Lo-
coKit, have been documented. The reason for developing yet another mod-
ular robot is that we believe that current modular robots are too limited in
their abilities to perform dynamic legged locomotion in a natural energy ef-
ficient way. I order to guide the development of LocoKit, the following three
hypotheses have been proposed based on the limitations we see in current
modular robots - see section 3.1.
• Increased heterogeneity
• Reduce complexity of modules
• Narrow area of application
The LocoKit system have until now been developed to a state where is
it a complete set of modules, form which a number of different legged robots
can be build. What mainly sets this system apart from other modular
robots are its extreme heterogeneity. In LocoKit, a module is no longer a
self-sustaining component with electronics, power, actuation etc. Instead,
LocoKit have been divided up into three layers of skeleton, actuation and
electronics. We believe that this way of dividing the system makes it easier
to focus on the application of building dynamically walking and running
systems. Additionally we hope that by using the concepts of modular robots
we gain the advantage that the system can afterwards be adjusted in order
to fine tune parameters like body width, body length, leg length, location
of COM, posture etc., in order to gain further knowledge in dynamic legged
locomotion.
Experiments on walking abilities, energy efficiency, posture and stability
have been conducted, all showing that the system is working but also that
the performance of the system needs to be improved in most of the areas.
In the following section I will list future development of the system in order
to meet the challenges that have been found during the experiments.
By introducing the increased heterogeneity we hoped to be able to build
both more light weight robots and also more dynamic systems. In our exper-
iments, three robots have been build where the heaviest was the LinkageBot
with its 1.6 kg, however, jet only the skeleton and actuation without elec-
tronics and batteries. The robots build from LocoKit is for sure in the lower
end of the weight scale in their size range, and it seems like the materi-
als used so far may have a positive effect on the locomotive abilities of the
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robots. However, it is too early to draw any conclusion on the benefits from
the increased heterogeneity in terms of dynamic locomotion. However, in
terms of adjustably of parameters on the skeleton, it is working as it was
intended. During the experiments parameters like leg length, width and
length of the robot have been adjusted relatively easy, a process that would
have been more troublesome on a classical monolithic robot.
The overall conclusion is, that for now I am satisfied with the results,
but in order to reach our goal with the LocoKit system of being a system on
which scientists can do studies of dynamic locomotion, further development
is inevitable. However, the system have shown promising results in terms of
locomotive abilities. In the next section I will list some of the main topics
that I personally think would be of importance in future studies.
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7 Future development
This chapter will describe some of the scientific questions that I would like
to address in the future. The list is not ordered by priority.
• Look more at nature: At this moment in time, the LocoKit system
have shown that it is able to simulate some of the same behaviours
as are seen in nature in terms of the weight distribution on the robot
and the connection between mass and cost of transport. In the fu-
ture, additional questions like the importance of the body structure
(wide/narrow and long/short) as well as the influence from different
leg lengths, or if the hip joint should be placed higher than the shoulder
or not are some of the questions that will be addressed.
• Tensegrity: On the LinkageBot, experiments have been done where
tensegrity inspired principles have been used to stiffen the structure.
As the skeleton of the robot should be as light-weight as possible in or-
der to leave as much room, in therms of weight, for motors, electronics
and batteries, the use of even more tensegrity inspired solutions could
easily imagined.
• Morphosis: The ability to do online morphological changes on the
robot would be a great advantage when doing experiments on changes
in locomotive abilities based on the morphology of the robot. It could
therefore be interesting to look at the ability to change the length of
the legs at runtime, or the length and width of the robot.
• Other materials: Up until now, the only materials that have been
used are the plastic enhanced glass-fibre rods and either ABS or acrylic
plastic for the 3D printed components. In the future the basic com-
ponents should be produced on a CNC milling machine in aluminium.
This will not add a lot of extra weight to the system since the amount
of material is relatively low in these components, however, it will in-
crease the strength of the modules which are currently to low.
Secondly, there should also be looked into using other materials for
creating connection between the different components in the system.
As the only requirement to dimensions of the connection rod is that
they should be 4mm in diameter, there is lots of materials to start
playing with. It would be interesting to work with both more flexible
materials for the spine of the robot, and maybe use more stiff materials
locally in the structures close to the legs, and on the legs them self.
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• New motors: The motors currently used in the system are the Dy-
namixel RX-10 which are fine as long as slow walking gaits are suffi-
cient. The problem with the Dynamixel motors in general are, that
they do not even go to 2Hz in rotational speed, and from the biology
we know that we should be able to go all the way to 5Hz in order to
achieve dynamic locomotion. The motors that we hope can do this
have been bought and are currently waiting to be implemented into
LocoKit.
• Sensors: The LocoKit system does not yet feature any sensors, which
until now have been okay, but for further research it will be essential to
have sensors. The following sensors would be relevant: compass, gy-
roscope, camera for optic flow sensing, contacts in the feet for sensing
ground contact. Work on this have been started.
• Electronics: The electronics develop for LocoKit have mainly been
developed with the THOR project in mind [41], which means that it
is not optimised for the use in LocoKit. Also the software are not yet
ready. Therefore we are starting to develop new electronics specially
for LocoKit based on a Gumstix-module which also allows us to use
Linux on the robot with all its benefits.
• Software: As mentioned earlier, the software have not yet been fi-
nalised for the LocoKit. On this part there is still a huge task in front
of the project as a complete interface for using and programming the
robot need to be developed. As the LocoKit system in its final version
should be used in a summer school in the Locomorph consortium, the
software interface to the robot also needs to be fairly strait forward to
use, since people with little knowledge also should be able to use the
system.
Until now the system have performed walking in different configurations,
however, in the future we would like to get the system to perform dynamic
running gaits as well. We hope to be able to reach this goal by implementing
features from the list above.
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